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FO REWO RD chai rman

fo rewo rd CEO

Our 518 employees do their utmost every day to provide our

“Certainly about water” is and remains the motto of water-link.

customers with the very best service. To this end, they success-

From being a source of drinking water to a disposer of waste

fully deploy all their knowledge, expertise and dedication. It is

water: we combine our expertise as a team to ensure every-

only thanks to them that water-link is able to produce 40 per-

thing runs smoothly. This is how we can guarantee supply se-

cent of Flanders’ drinking water. And that the sewers for our

curity to all our customers, now and in the future.

private customers are in order. Moreover, they are always look-

In 2021, we proved once again that we can achieve better and

ing for the best solutions to meet the needs of our industrial

more sustainable solutions through innovation. For example,

customers and fellow drinking water companies.

we rolled out our digital meters. And our inventive use of the
rainwater buffers on the Gedempte Zuiderdokken in Antwerp

In the meantime, water-link continues to fully focus on sus-

is a good example of this as well.

tainability. We took major steps forward in this area during
2021. Doing this, we want to ensure a sustainable future for

But we cannot work on a sustainable future alone. This is why

water management in Flanders. And this is nicely illustrated in

we once again joined forces with various partners last year. As

our first CSR report. We would never be able to achieve all of

such, Waterkracht was born – a project in which we collabo-

this without the commitment of our employees. They deserve

rate with Aquafin, PMV and Ekopak. The aim of the collabora-

André Gantman

a well-earned and sincere “thank you”. Just like our partners

Franky Cosaert

tion is to supply circular cooling water to industry in the Port

Chairman

who choose to join us on this sustainable path.

CEO

of Antwerp.
In addition, we also strengthened our ties with fellow drinking
water companies. The connection of the Pidpa and water-link

Our 518 employees

In addition, we also

pipe networks is already ahead. More still: in October, our

do their utmost

strengthened our

boards of directors signed a letter of intent to merge.

every day to provide our

ties with fellow

Working with Pidpa, we also looked at how we can use our

customers with the very

drinking water companies.

complementary sources of ground and surface water in a

best service.

The connection of the

smarter way. For example, we can use groundwater if the Al-

Pidpa and water-link pipe
networks is already ahead.

bert Canal (Albertkanaal) water level is too low. This is how
we intend to meet the increasing challenges posed by the
drought. And we want to do it sustainably and efficiently.
Therefore, in 2022 we will work with the other Flemish drinking water companies to investigate how we can balance and
optimise our water sources.
Thanks to the powerful combination of our expertise, drive,
innovation and collaboration, water-link has successfully completed many great projects. You can read all about them in this
annual report. We do hope you enjoy reading it.
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About water-li n k

MISSION AND VISION

MANAGEMENT

Water must
always be
available for everyone.

A world without water? Unthinkable. Water must always be available for
everyone. Water-link wants to ensure this: as the largest producer of drinking
water in Flanders, and as the largest supplier of drinking water in the Antwerp
region. We offer tailored activities and services in a sustainable manner. As a
result, we create added value for customers, shareholders and stakeholders.
What are our strengths? A sophisticated asset management methodology,
continuous innovation, technical performance, and a driven customer focus.
Sustainability and Corporate Social Responsibility have been the common
thread in our operations for years. In 2020, we rethought our ambitions; in
2021, we gave them definitive form with a view to our strategic objectives:
the implementation of a holistic sustainability strategy.
We want to be the trendsetter, preferred partner and preferred employer in
the new water landscape.

V.l.n.r Guy Verkest (COO A.I.), Franky Cosaert (CEO) Ann Vylders (CSO en Koen De Schutter CFO)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MANAGEMENT

REVISOR

•

André Gantman

•

Franky Cosaert

Grant Thornton auditors, represented

•

Robert Voorhamme

•

Guy Verkest (ad interim from 25

by Paul De Weerdt.

•

Babette Dehaen

•

Hicham El Mzairh

•

Koen De Schutter

•

Joost Goris

•

Ann Vylders

•

Claude Marinower

team of the future. We innovate based on a well thought-out innovation strategy.

•

Patrick Paredaens

Responding to the impact of climate change, and digitising via digital meters and

•

Gerda Lambrecht

•

Koen Laenens

is organised. We develop synergies to create value. We are more focussed on

•

Danielle Meirsman

collaboration within the sector thanks to schemes like the Aquaduct project,

•

Tjerk Sekeris

•

Goele Custers

•

Monique Mahieu

•

Jan van der Vloet

•

Ann Van Damme

STRATEGY

november 2020)
Water-link inspires everyone to really make use of the power of water. We do this

1

by continuously innovating, investing in smart partnerships, and building the

INNOVATION

2

at the core of our activities: our business model and the way in which the sector

connections with Pidpa, etc. But we are also looking further afield to link external
expertise to ours: in the lab project with the University of Antwerp for example. We
are building the team of the future by making processes more efficient and data-

SYNERGIES

driven, inspiring and motivating our teams with people managers, and supporting
the development of our employees with training and coaching.

3
TEAM OF THE FUTURE
ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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EMPLOYEES

OUR VALUES

26

You have to build on the trust you have earned. Innovation is the key to a sustainable future. Without
taking responsibility, we won’t achieve our goals. Our shared desire ensures we maintain our drive.

38
518
EXIT

EMPLOYEES

ACCIDENTS

35
INTAKE

2021 saw us forced once again to work from home due to corona. And again we
asked our employees to adopt a dynamic attitude. Thanks to the digital workplace,
our colleagues, equipped with the necessary tools, were able to get to work every
day without any worries.
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RECOGNISING AND STIMULATING TALENT

THIRD UPDATE TO FLEXPLAN

Not counting water, our committed employees are our most

Since 2019, employees have been able to exchange part of

important raw material. This is why we help young talent de-

their wages for certain benefits thanks to the so-called Flex-

velop. For this, we work with such organisations as Enactus

plan. We want to use this to increase employee satisfaction.

and YouthStart.

This year the Flexplan is due for its third update. We have expanded the range of benefits considerably with, among other
things, ergonomic desk material, laptops and smartphones.
Even so, bicycle leasing, support for internet bills, and the
third pillar pension savings remain the most popular.

MT ON TOUR
This year, the members of our management team went on

ONLINE RECEPTION EVENT

tour virtually. June and December saw them take a seat in the
recording studio for MT on tour. From there, they informed

In 2021, the water-link team expanded with many new employees. In order to give them a warm welcome, the usual re-

employees interactively about the results of the organisation.
In addition, there was room for questions from employees,

ception day had a virtual look, thanks to our communication

Enactus

department working in collaboration with the various (pro-

This non-profit organisation offers higher education students

duction) sites. This ensured our new employees could still get

a platform to learn how to do business socially and sustainably.

to know the organisation and their colleagues. In the closing

In doing so, water-link guides and inspires students to develop

online event, CEO Franky Cosaert and CSO Ann Vylders were

their ideas.

who were present in large numbers.
The management team also looked to the future. Their answers to the drought problem, the safety culture, the competition in the Port of Antwerp, and the collaboration with Pidpa

given new job titles and acted as quiz masters.

were discussed.

NEW TELECOMMUTING POLICY

SUMMER SCHOOL ABOUT COLLABORATION

A good employee is healthy, motivated and productive. As an
employer, water-link plays an important role in this. It is our

During the summer of 2021, water-link organised another

job to ensure the career security and sustainable employabili-

Summer School. The central theme was “collaboration”. The

ty of our employees. The new telecommuting policy is part of

key to success. Employees could register for one or more ses-

this. Since January 2021, employees are allowed to telecom-

sions where they learned to:

SAFETY FIRST
In recent years, water-link has achieved a lot in terms of safety.
We take three aspects into account:
•

technical safety

•

feeling of safety

•

safety awareness

mute two days a week if their position allows it. This will also

•

provide feedback as part of a collaboration

•

make use of targeted communication

•

work in a rapidly moving organisation

YouthStart

•

collaborate with others

In 2019, Water-link entered into a partnership with YouthStart.

be applicable after the corona pandemic.

This non-profit organisation offers unemployed, low-skilled

LEADERSHIP WITH SOCRATES

young people between the ages of 16 and 30 the opportu-

For water-link, leadership means showing people they can do

eight-day training course, they learn to uncover their talents

more than they think. We use the “Socrates” programme to

and develop their dream project. The certification day takes

support managers’ growth and that of their team. Socrates in-

place at the end of the training, during which the participants

cludes several modules tailored to the managers of our organ-

present their plans to a jury and an advisory board. In 2021, we

isation. We will continue this in 2022. As such, we can continue

organised the certificate ceremony at water-link. Our water-

to claim we are building the team of the future.

link colleagues in the advisory council encouraged the young

nity to make their entrepreneurial dream come true. During an

people and gave them useful tips about how to develop their
project further.
ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Technical safety
Technical safety is all about the safe use of machines, chemicals and materials. Agreements and instructions for use are
described in detail on the safety instruction cards. Training is
also part of this. These efforts were rewarded with the VCA**
certificate.

Feeling of safety
In the tenth edition of the well-being month, the feeling of
safety was also discussed. Because being safe doesn’t just
mean accident-free work. It also means feeling good and safe

What do we do?

in the workplace and beyond.

Safety awareness
In 2021, we registered 26 accidents in the workplace. 18 of
these resulted in time away from work. We want to halve the-

PRODUCE, TRANSPORT, DISTRIBUTE AND SUPPLY DRINKING
WATER FOR PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS

se numbers by 2025.

We supply safe and
healthy water for

Despite this, a safe environment can only be created together.
Strengthening safety awareness among employees is crucial

people and the environ-

in this regard. This is why water-link started the Safety Culture

ment.

project in 2021. For example, we want to keep the theme of
safety alive with prevention. We do this by actively adjusting

OPTIMISATION OF CUSTOMER SERVICE

attitudes and behaviours about safety.

Anywhere 365 offers so many benefits that we decided to
In 2022, the following themes will be discussed:

close the customer counter permanently. Anyway, it had been

•

starting a safety culture process in combination with prevention

out of service for a long time due to COVID-19.

•

improving safety in the warehouse: ergonomic lifting equip-

•
•

26
accidents in the workplace.
18 of these resulted in time
away from work

•

ment, design and organisation

But because customer service is and will remain important for

giving (further) training to team leaders and first intervention

water-link, we have started an optimisation project. In the first

teams

phase, the customer service department underwent a thor-

drawing up and implementing procedures with regard to risk

ough reorganisation. The aim of this was to provide faster and

analyses

more targeted answers to questions from our customers. We

extending the LOTO procedure (Lockout|Tagout) with padlocks

use a monthly satisfaction survey to ask our customers what
they think of our service.

Our motivated employees form the backbone of our organisation. It is only because of their unbridled commitment and
desire for quality that we can supply drinking and process water 24/7.

DIGITAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
In 2021, we introduced the new digital telephone system:

•

•

we gained more flexibility and insight into our telephony
costs
we are ready to offer more communication channels in
the future

We want to halve these
numbers by 2025.
12
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to set up improved reporting: the collected data can be
used to adjust the customer contact centre to suit the

Anywhere 365. Using this system:

•

ANNUAL REPORT 2021

We will continue the optimisation in 2022. The plan is:

customer.
•

to introduce a new planning tool to respond more quickly
to the different workflows. As a result, we will process customer questions more efficiently so we can achieve higher
customer satisfaction.
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INSTALL DIGITAL METERS

SMART DATA AS A STRATEGIC PILLAR

By the end of 2021, we will have replaced a total of 199,000

Smart data is one of the strategic pillars for water-link. This will achieve:

analogue metres with digital ones. We consider this a success-

•

more conscious use of drinking water

ful project. In 2022, it will be the turn of the last few meters for

•

more efficient use of water resources

specific cases, such as fire extinguisher pipes.

•

protection of drinking water quality

•

reduction of non-revenue water

In the meantime, we continue to optimise the digital meter
to potential leaks and backflows for customers. This saves cus-

MORE SUPPLY SECURITY FOR THE LEFT BANK OF THE
SCHELDT

tomers a lot of unexpected costs. In addition, we can improve

With production centres in Walem and Oelegem, our main water suppliers are

the security of our network.

located on the right bank of the Scheldt. But we also serve customers on the left

processes. As a result, we can react faster and more correctly

bank via 4 (and soon 5) connecting pipelines under the Scheldt.
Our customer Borealis, located on the left bank, foresees a much larger water consumption from the end of June 2022; therefore, we have initiated an additional con-

Some figures from 1 February
2022:

nection between the left and right banks. As a result, other customers on the left
bank can continue to count on a sufficient supply of drinking water in complete
confidence.

930
backflow reports

6.750

customers were notified
of a leak
AUTOMATING PROCESSES: USING SMART DATA
The digital meters offer many new possibilities, and we will continue to focus on better customer service in 2022. We intend to do
this by collecting all our meter data in a data platform along with data from other sources. Automated business logic processes
the digital data into smart data.
This smart data enables us to:
•

follow the digital connection in detail

•

detect improper consumption

•

respond to alarms and notifications faster

processed documents
KCC

In terms of customer service, this means:
•

reporting leaks, breaks, temperature or backflow alarms to the customer faster

•

simplifying

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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processed calls
KCC

semi-automated
transactions

installed
waterconnections
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necessary input.

Kalmthout
Kalmthout was confronted with flooding for the first time in
1998. The smaller village centres and some subdivisions were
flooded after heavy summer storms. The biggest problem
zones are downstream. This is because neighbourhoods were
developed there in the 1970s and 1980s on natural flood plains.
Since the extreme water situations started occurring, Kalmthout

What do we do?

has had a separate sewer system constructed. Excess water
now finds its way into the retention basins where Aquafin

TERBEKEHOF BUSINESS PARK – WILRIJK

WASTE WATER:
RENEWAL, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF SEWERS

pumps the water to nearby canals. Canals were also converted,
and wadis were constructed to buffer more rainwater.

Terbekehof business park is located in Wilrijk near the A12. The

We take care of
water drainage.

sewer system and public domain have not been renovated

The municipality also introduced stricter standards in the vari-

since its development in the 1960s. And flooding has been one

ous land divisions. This was to ensure there was enough space

of the consequences of this.

for the water to run its course. Kalmthout will also implement
more rainwater measures in the future.

Over 2.5 years, Terbekehof received separate sewers via large
ducts to drain rainwater and waste water away. We also pro-

Schoten

vided collective water buffers to prevent flooding.
The project was carried out in collaboration with POM Antwerp,
water-link, Aquafin, ISVAG, the city of Antwerp and the Wilrijk
district.

RAINWATER AND DROUGHT PLANS
GEDEMPTE ZUIDERDOKKEN – ANTWERP

Now the rainwater and drought plans for the city of Antwerp

The Gedempte Zuiderdokken in Antwerp is undergoing a thorough makeover, making it a magnet for residents and tourists. It
also plays a major role in the collection and processing of rainwater. This will help the city of Antwerp, together with water-link,
cope with intense rainfall, drought, water scarcity and flooding.
How do we tackle this? Dock South will become a green lung. The gardens and grassy meadows will serve as a water buffer. A
large underground rainwater reservoir collects water from the surrounding roofs. This is used to water the landscaped greenery
and to clean streets. The trees also receive sufficient moisture via an underground crate system. Excess water then flows to the
wadis where it eventually seeps into the ground.
The first phase, the construction of the southern part, is almost finished. We will tackle the central part in 2022. The third and
final phase is planned for the end of 2023.

have been completed, it is the turn of other Antwerp municipalities. Various initiatives are underway in Edegem, Mortsel,
Kalmthout and Schoten, among others.

Edegem en Mortsel
At Edegem, the focus of the stormwater and drought plan is on
Hof Ter Linden and Fort V, which together form the green-blue
heart of the municipality. Once the city council approves the
plan, further actions will be discussed.
Working with the Mortsel urban planning department, we
classified the streets by type. As a result we now know how

The market square, Paalstraat, the surrounding streets, and the
public spaces in the centre of Schoten are undergoing a thorough metamorphosis. The municipality wants to focus on the
infiltration and reuse of rainwater. The details will be drafted
during the course of 2022 so we can start the first part of the
works in 2023.

the streets fit into our stormwater plan. The types include central streets (with numerous shops), residential areas, SME zones
and neighbourhood access roads. In addition, IGEAN is writing

Total invested in
replacement and
expansion
ANNUAL REPORT 2021

new sewer
connections

kilometres of
preventive sewerage
clearance

kilometres of annual
sewer inspections as part
of asset management
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a climate adaptation plan for Mortsel, linked to a citizen participation process. Since both plans have major overlaps, we
decided to work together in different areas and provide the
ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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We started a pilot project in Antwerp in which we converted
five streets into garden streets:
•

Lange Ridderstraat – Antwerp

•

Wasstraat,

Woeringenstraat,

Brouwstraat

and

Berthoutstraat – Berchem
•

Bloemstraat – Borgerhout

•

Jan Olieslagersstraat – Deurne

•

Aziëlaan – Wilrijk

What do we do?
SUSTAINABILITY: ALSO FOR SEWERS

INDUSTRIAL WATER: PRODUCTION, TRANSPORT AND SUPPLY

The first phase of the construction of an underground buffer
shaft on the former AGFA site has been completed. The extra
buffer, built in a new residential project on the Mortsel-Edegem

We guarantee

border, collects excess rainwater and water from the roofs of

supply security,

surrounding companies. The aim is to reuse the rainwater as

today and tomorrow.

much as possible. As a result, we are actively participating in
the circular and sustainable story.

GARDEN STREETS
On 27 January 2022, water-link, Aquafin, PMV and Ekopak
announced their collaboration under the name Waterkracht.
By 2025, we will be using Waterkracht to build a high-tech purification installation that will purify waste water from Antwerp
homes into high-quality cooling water. This will enable us to
supply 20 billion litres of cooling water to industrial customers,
partly on top of, and partly as a replacement for, the current
50 billion litres. An important milestone in the transition to a
sustainable port.

WATERKRACHT: DOMESTIC WASTE WATER AS INDUSTRIAL COOLING WATER
In garden streets, concrete and pavement are making way

Climate change and an ever-increasing drought are forcing us
to use water wisely. There is an increasing need to close the
water cycle in a responsible and sustainable way. Our industrial
customers also demand ecologically produced water.

for greenery and water. This includes planting areas, trees,
vegetable gardens, lawns, climbing plants, etc. All of which
gives water the opportunity to infiltrate. In addition, the green
spaces ensure lower temperatures when it is hot.

We joined forces with Aquafin, with whom we have been working successfully since 2006. What if we could turn local domestic wastewater into industrial cooling water? We started a pilot
installation at the Antwerp-North WWTP in 2021. In the meantime, the collaboration grew into a major project: Waterkracht.

In short: garden streets allow cities to adapt to the consequences of climate change such as flooding and heat stress.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021

“Every drop we can reuse is a drop we don’t have to pump up
from the ground or surface water. Circular water use is therefore one of the spearheads in the Blue Deal that Flanders must
use to arm itself against the extreme weather conditions we
are dealing with. This project not only proves the feats Flanders
is capable of as an innovative region. It also guarantees the
security of the water supply for industry and homes in periods
of prolonged drought.” – Zuhal Demir, Flemish Minister for the
Environment.
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What do we do?
DRINKING WATER COMPANIES: PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORT
We guarantee
supply security,

INDUSS II BIS OPERATIONAL

Private individuals

Industry

Other Watercompanies

today and tomorrow.

The Ghent Canal Zone has only a limited number of freshwater sources. This is why water-link has been producing
process water for more than 10 years by dock water desalina-

CONNECTION OF DRINKING WATER
NETWORKS WATER-LINK – PIDPA

tion in the Indus II installation. To meet the high demand for
process water from industrial customers, we expanded the
installation with the Induss II bis production unit. We started

Our partnership with Pidpa goes back many years. By working

using it in mid-2020 and saw a tripling of capacity.

together and coordinating our pipeline networks, we offer
our customers additional supply security. A good example of

All that remained was the new pipeline to ArcelorMittal. This

this is the recent Collector connection between Oelegem and

was completed in February 2021 and immediately started

Grobbendonk.

delivery of cooling water. From then on, water-link has provided, and will continue to provide industrial customers with
sufficient water of the right quality.
Induss II bis means water-link can help the Ghent Canal Zone become climate neutral and accelerate the energy transition via
green projects.

INEOS
INEOS Group signed a water supply agreement with water-link in mid-2021. This was for the supply of cooling water for the new
ethane cracker installation “Project One”.
Cooling water is a new water quality that water-link will offer in the Port of Antwerp via a new pipeline network. By the end of
2026, water-link will supply cooling water produced from treated domestic wastewater to Project One. By choosing alternative
raw water sources, we do not have to use drinking water for industry (or we can use less). This can only benefit the security of
the water supply in Flanders. Moreover, it fits within the Flanders Blue Deal.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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before the pipes are damaged.
•

Using satellite technology, we can check up to 50 percent
of our network for invisible leaks.

•

Using District Metered Areas (DMAs) – groups of customers for whom we closely monitor purchases and deliveries
– we can quickly pick up, tackle and analyse losses. This
project was initiated in 2018. By September 2022, 11 DMAs
will be operational.

•

AquaAdvanced software acts as the link between the
DMAs and the data from the digital meters. This helps us

What do we do?

notice excessive differences between the supply and purchase of water in each DMA immediately.

CONTINUING PROFESSIONALISATION

Underground storage for clean water

ICC: Intelligent Control Center

In 2021, we will expand the existing water reserves in Walem/

The ICC will be the new water-link control centre in Walem. The

Zuiderproductie with a new 12,000 m³ useful volume under-

design of the centre was finalised in 2021. The designers took

ground storage facility for clean water. This investment of €6

into account current needs and future expansion.

INNOVATION

OPTIMISATION

Innovatie Thesis

The renovation of the collector – the Oelegem-Grobbendonk

customers such as Farys, De Watergroep and Pidpa will also

A specialised company is taking care of the furnishing of the

Innovation is necessary. It is the only way can we continue to

connection – was completed in 2021. The first part of the ren-

benefit from this too.

offices and meeting rooms. They used the water-link vision

ovation consisted of completing the connection to the “small”

NRW-management

and the needs of our employees for the design. Light, acous-

west to east. If necessary, the collector sends up to 100,000

Non-Revenue water (NRW) is water that we produce without
any income in return. This includes leaks or water we use to

control room.

m³ of water from Oelegem to Grobbendonk via the Keerbaan
junction. Conversely, there is a capacity of up to 50,000 m³.

flush pipes. Theft, fraud and water used to extinguish fires by

respond to social shifts and improve our services. The question
is: in which domains should we invest?
And so to clearly formulate an answer, we developed the
Innovation Thesis in 2021. In it we described our priorities and
objectives. The establishment of the Innovation Cell is also in
the pipeline. It will have several tasks:
•

stimulate our culture through, among other things,
inspiration sessions

•

frame projects, for example from design thinking

•

expand our network and renew co-operation with other
utility players, governments and colleagues in the field

The Innovation Unit will be led by an innovation manager. The
search for the right person started in January 2022.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
In 2020, a pilot project with Robotic Process Automation

million is good for two hours of extra autonomy. And large

pumps that support up to 12,000 m³ of water per day from

tics, ergonomics and functionality were also examined in the

the fire service are also included.
The second part of the renovation is the DN900 connection
between north and south with a capacity of 100,000 m³ per

To minimise water loss, the condition of our distribution net-

day. In the meantime, we are at step four, out of seven, of the
Regional Spatial Implementation Plan [GRUP (gewestelijk ruimtelijk uitvoeringsplan)] to permit this investment project. The
plan memorandum describing the design has already been
drawn up. The next step is a public consultation and handling of
the comments from the first Regional Spatial Implementation
Plan. The final step, completing the final regional plan, will take
place in 2022. Then follows the building permit and detailed

The future was considered when setting up the video wall and

engineering. The works will start in 2023/2024 so we can start

operator desks. This will ensure they will be easily adaptable to

using the DN900 connection in 2025.

any needs as they occur.

started at our finance back office. The intention was to auto-

work plays an important role. This is why we renew 50 kilome-

mate manual tasks that had a highly repetitive character. A

tres of pipes every year. In 2021, this was good for 2 percent of

total of ten processes were automated. They were closely

our network.

monitored and evaluated in 2021. The results demonstrated
that the roll-out had been a great success. This is why, during

In addition, we have also restarted systematic inspections of

the course of 2022, we will apply the technology in other

The construction works started in February 2022 and are
expected to be complete in 360 days. The project budget,
together with peripheral road construction up to and
including the electrical infrastructure, is €9.5 million.

the tunnels through which our supply lines pass.

water-link domains as well.

•

We use pressure management to control pressure in our
pipes. If peaks are too high or noticeable, we intervene

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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What do we do?
INVESTING IN SMART PARTNERSHIPS

PROJECT ZUIDERDOKKEN – DOK ZUID
The initial intention was to purify rainwater to make drinking
water by using the rainwater recovery project on the Gedempte

WATER-LINK AND PIDPA ARE BUILDING
THE LAB OF THE FUTURE
In June 2020, water-link and Pidpa decided to open a joint lab
on the Blue Gate site. In 2021, the project was further expanded
on the basis of the knowledge and experiences of both parties.
The building should be operational in 2026.
This lab of the future will be a future reference point for:
•

(drinking) water analysis

•

quick determinations

•

applied research and quality

In the meantime, construction has also started for Blue-App
on the Blue Gate site: the pre-incubator for sustainable chemistry at the University of Antwerp. Together with some of our
water-link colleagues, the University of Antwerp will conduct
research into, among other things, new screening methods for

•

Pidpa’s domestic customers and water-link’s industrial

Zuiderdokken in Antwerp. But in the final design, it soon

customers

became obvious that the cost price for the complete installation, including maintenance, would be too high compared to

In October 2021, we signed a letter of intent. In it, we state that

the small amount of drinking water we would produce.

we will submit a merger proposal to our respective partners in
December 2022. They make the final decision after all.

Instead, we looked at the possibility of a second circuit water
solution. This water is of better quality than rainwater, but does

WATERKRACHT: JOINING FORCES
I In 2021, we submitted an environmental permit for the construction of a new brackish water unit along the Albert Canal
(Albertkanaal). The aim is to purify brackish water into drinking water and possibly cooling water for industry. And in the
meantime, we entered into a joint venture with Aquafin, PMV
and Ekopak. We want to go a step further with Waterkracht,
namely the construction of a progressive treatment plant
that converts waste water produced by Antwerp homes into
cooling water for the Port and the companies.

This new water company would account for 60 percent of

not have to meet the strict drinking water standards. The puri-

the water production in Flanders. And this nicely ties in with

fication therefore only consists of simple filtration and disinfec-

the Blue Deal championed by the Flemish Minister for the

Meanwhile, Waterkracht is in talks with the Port of Antwerp

tion. Naturally, this significantly reduces the investment costs

Environment, Zuhal Demir. It therefore fully supports this

to build the new cooling plant in the NextGen District – the

and the budget for operational maintenance.

former Opel site that is being converted into a circular hub in

initiative.
This is therefore one of the most important lessons we learned
Meanwhile, water-link and Pidpa are already working closely

from this project: from a certain scale, it only makes sense to

together. We offer each other operational support and have

purify local rainwater if it is required for reuse as drinking water.

the port.

already made the connections between the two networks
and production centres.

The reuse of rainwater was the main ambition of this project
on the Gedempte Zuiderdokken. Thanks to the circuit water

drinking water components. The lab building will be opera-

solution, we are going to achieve that goal anyway.

tional in the autumn of 2022.

MERGER WITH PIDPA
What would happen if two major water companies joined
forces? A question that Pidpa and water-link asked each other
in 2019. A study into the possibilities of a merger followed.
I
t soon became apparent that both companies would complement each other perfectly:
•

the groundwater of Pidpa and the surface water of
water-link

•

their operating area in the province of Antwerp
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What do we do?

What do we do?

INVESTING IN WATER SCARCITY SOLUTIONS

INVESTING IN SUSTAINABLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“CERTAINLY ABOUT WATER”: NEW WATER
BASIN NOORDERPRODUCTIE

CSR REPORT 2021

Plan (2022-2024). The implementation phase will then take
place in 2025-2028.

We have completed our first round of
CSR. This sustainability report describes

This reservoir fits within the Groenpool Antwerp project.

the goals we set in 2020 and the results

Moreover, it is an important part of the diversity of sources

we achieved in 2021.

being utilised to ensure Flanders is and remains certain of its
water supply.

We integrate our sustainability strategy

NEW COOLING WATER FACTORY ON THE
NEXTGEN DISTRICT SITE

into our day-to-day operations. This
is the most efficient way to get quick
results. After all, water-link accounts

Water-link wants to purify the wastewater coming from

for 40 percent of the water supply in

Antwerp homes into high-water cooling water using the new

Flanders. It therefore has a major impact

cooling water factory built on a plot in the NextGen District.

on the social, sustainable story.

A new pipeline distribution network will therefore also be
installed in the port. As a result, industrial customers on the
The Maas is our most important water source. This is why it
is important to take steps to deal with droughts and water

Our strategy is built on 5 pillars – the

right and left banks can use the circular cooling water. An

ways in which we:

important milestone in the transition to a sustainable port.

surpluses now. We can ensure a (drinking) water supply to

1. build in supply security

our domestic customers, industrial partners and the Port of

2. produce safe and healthy water

Antwerp with an additional reservoir with a useful volume of

3. work more sustainably

4.3 million m³. On the other hand, we will be protecting the

4. cherish our employees

Albert Canal (Albertkanaal) in collaboration with De Vlaamse

5. are a partner for everyone to whom

Waterweg.

we supply water

In 2021, the study of this new reservoir near the Noorderproductie was started. Together with the various stakeholders
and authorities, we tested various environmental parameters. As soon as we get the green light from the Flemish
government for the spatial planning, it will be time to take
the next step: a provisional Regional Spatial Implementation
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Water-li n k 2021: an overvi ew
14 MARCH: 140 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

AUGUST 12: WATER LINK IN THE VRT NEWS

On 14 March 1881, the Antwerp Waterworks Cy Ltd, registered its first customer at 43 Reyndersstraat. From then on, Antwerp residents no longer had
to carry buckets of water. Clean water came to the door through the mains
network. It also immediately put an end to the cholera epidemics in the city.

After the floods in Wallonia, the raw water quality was put at risk. A team
from the news channel went with our colleagues to carry out checks.

140 year anniversary

World Water Day

Vrt-news

22 MARCH: WORLD WATER DAY

OCTOBER 5: THE SIGNING OF A LETTER OF INTENT

The Flemish people are still attached to their expensive bottled water.
However, tap water is the perfect alternative. At only €0.005 per litre, it is
much cheaper than bottled water. And, more importantly, it is more environmentally friendly than bottled water while still meeting strict quality
standards.

By signing a Letter of Intent, a new phase in the merger process between
Pipda and water-link started. Now the potential of a merger has been mapped
out, both companies will start working on a concrete merger proposal. They
will submit the proposals to the General Assembly of Pidpa and water-link
in the autumn of 2022. After all, it is the partners who decide whether the
merger will actually take place. Only then can there be any talk of an effective
merger. In the meantime, nothing will change for customers.

Yet, for some reason, drinking tap water remains taboo. It is not easy to be
rational with some people when it comes to water it seems. And this despite
the many reports of water scarcity in the media. So it was time to increase
public awareness. This is why we launched the Waterf**#? campaign on
World Water Day in 2021. We did this in collaboration with AquaFlanders.

Signing LOI

JULY 7: COMPLETION OF DIGITAL WATER
METERS PROJECT

OCTOBER 20: YOUTHSTART CERTIFICATION
DAY

We replaced analogue meters with digital ones for the first time in 2018.
This large-scale project came to an end on 7 July 2021. We installed a total of
199,000 digital meters at our customers’ locations. As a water company, we
are the forerunner in Flanders.

YouthStart offers unemployed, low-skilled young people between the ages
of 16 and 30 the opportunity to make their entrepreneurial dream come
true. During an eight-day process, they uncover their talent and develop
a complete project. Water-link participated in this project in 2019. In 2021,
we relaunched the partnership with YouthStart as part of our sustainability
policy. Through this sponsorship, we give YouthStart a boost and help build
the team of the future. On 20 October, we organised the certificate ceremony
at water-link. At the ceremony, the young people presented their project
to a jury and advisory board, which included several water-link colleagues.

The successful project is already bearing fruit. We now gain more insight
into peak moments and leakage losses, enabling us to optimise our pipeline
network and reduce non-revenue water. The backflow alarm has also proved
its worth. When water flows from the customer’s indoor installation back to
the grid, we receive a notification. By acting quickly, we can prevent pollution
of the drinking water network.

Digital water meters project

In the meantime, we are working on a tool that will automatically notify customers of problems with their indoor installation. The tool will be available
sometime in 2022. Until then, water-link monitors the alarms itself.

project digitale watermeters

In February 2022, we had counted 930 backflow alarms and notified 6750
customers of a leak alarm.
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WHAT ELSE HAPPENED IN 2021

INDUSS II BIS

ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION IN
CFO MAGAZINE

We developed the virtual visualisation of Induss II bis. The 360-degree photos
from ground and air let you explore our brand new brackish water factory
in comfort. This is a unique experience with images you would never see
otherwise.

Our enthusiasm for Robotic Process Automation (RPA) was picked up by CFO
Magazine, an independent multimedia trade magazine for the CFO and key
employees. They asked us to contribute to their ROBOTICS more than just
looking at a financial point of view article concerning the successful implementation of RPA.

Induss II bis

CFO Magazine

SPONSORSHIP OF THE GLOBAL MERCY

KATHLEEN VAN HOUTTE ON RPA DURING
DIGICROWD ROUND TABLE

Mercy Ships make medical and surgical care accessible to the poorest African
countries using hospital ships. Their largest ship, the Global Mercy, docked in
the Port of Antwerp on 12 September.

More RPA news. Back office manager, Kathleen van Houtte, demonstrated
Robonext, the RPA system at water-link, at the DigiCrowd Round Table event.
A CodaBox organisation. She also explained why water-link has made no
bones about its commitment to e-invoicing.

It remained moored there for six months to be completely refurbished.
During that period, water-link offered free services and drinking water.
Result: 199 beds, 6 operating theatres, a lab, scanners and a large auditorium for training local aid workers. We are very proud to be a part of this
wonderful project.

Global Mercy

The Global Mercy departed for Africa to provide the necessary medical assistance and training on 25 February 2022.

DigiCrowd Round Table

PODCAST ‘HELDER OVER WATER’ WITH GUEST
SPEAKER SAM VAN NEVEL

CSO ANN VYLDERS SPEAKING IN ONDERNEMERSMAGAZINE

Marjolein Vanoppen is a water scientist at Ghent University. She hosts a podcast with her dad: Helder. They offer well-researched answers to questions
about (drinking) water by engaging with a number of experts. Our water-link
colleague Sam Van Nevel from process technologist exploitation was invited
to talk about how water-link turns surface water into healthy, safe drinking
water.

CSO Ann Vylders described what being a good, sustainable employer is in
the Voka magazine: Ondernemers. “Dare to invest in sustainable relationships with your employees,” she says. “I don’t like to view people as a collection of competences. People are whole beings, with reasoning and emotions.
This is what you should be working on in an organisation: what drives and
motivates them? What gives them satisfaction?”

You can listen to the podcast at www.helderpodcast.be – it is the fourth
episode of season two.

Podcast ‘Helder over water’
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WHAT ELSE HAPPENED IN 2021

CEO FRANKY COSAERT IN GAZET VAN
ANTWERPEN
CEO Franky Cosaert, in an interview with GvA, describes how water-link
deals with increasing water scarcity. Would you like to know more about
our strategy?

KEY FI GU RES
Employees
Gazet van Antwerpen

Number of employees
Lekverliezen

Customers

WATER-LINK ACHIEVES ACCREDITATION FOR
PFAS ANALYSIS
The contamination of Flemish soils with PFOS made the news several times in
2021. As such, we were not surprised that this chemical could also be found
in our raw, untreated surface water.

Accreditation for PFAS analysis

Residents operated area
Drinking water customers
Water purification customers
New sewer connections
Drinking water connections

PFOS and PFOA are substances belonging to the per- and polyfluorinated
alkyl compounds (PFAS). More than 6,700 components are already known.
The substances are used in at least 300 applications. These include make-up,
fire-extinguishing foam, dyes, etc. As a result, the polluting substances end
up in our ground and surface water.

Rates

Unfortunately, the substances are difficult to remove using classical methods,
they can only be removed using activated carbon filtration. It is therefore
very important that we keep a close eye on the presence of PFAS in the raw
water source. This is why the new European drinking water directive obliges
drinking water companies to take measurements for these substances. In
this context, water-link monitors its activated carbon filtration process units
very closely.

Rates

Our lab therefore included the PFAS substances as part of the quality system.
This means we can guarantee the quality of the measurements. The quality
system is based on the international standard for test and calibration labs:
ISO 17025. An external audit by Belac, the national accreditation body, followed in September. Our measurement method was approved, which means
it is now part of our lab’s accreditation scope.

Domestic standard price (per m³)
Domestic comfort price (per m³)
Non domestic flat rate (per m³)

Total produced volume (in m³)
Average day volume (in m³)
Highest day volume (in m³)
Residential deliveries (in m³)
Industrial supplies (in m³)
Supplies to other water companies: Pidpa, De Watergroep, TMVW en Evides (in m³)
Total billed volume
Length pipeline network in km

2021

2020

518
35

2021
616 515
198 405
240 581
227
430

2021
1,4212
2,8424
1,5802

2021

522
31

2020
610 916
194 444
236 620
236
523

2020
1,4139
2,8278
1,5721

2020

157 060 315
430 527
501 803
30 667 101
57 858 903

150 377 320
406 298
502 359
29 863 128
56 491 036

67 211 410

61 128 658

155 737 414
2 324

147 482 822
2 313

In addition, we requested and received permission from the Flemish Region
to determine the presence of these substances. This makes the water-link lab
one of the only Flemish labs allowed to perform this analysis.
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Co ntact
General information
Water-link
Enterprise number: 0204.923.881
Legal form: commissioned association
Lab: recognized and accredited according to EN 17025

Head office
Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerpen

All your questions
Find the answer online
Or call: 078 35 35 09
(on working days from 8 to 12 and from 13 to 16)

For urgent interventions
Call 03 244 05 44 (permanently accesible)

